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Theorizing violence against 
women in politics



What is ‘violence’?
Minimalistic: violence as an act of force

Perspective of the perpetrator
Focus on the intention behind violent act
One moment in time

Comprehensive: violence as an act of violation
Perspective of victim/survivor
Focus on the experience of violence
Longer-term ‘ripples of violence’





Violence against women in politics

Structural: stratify opportunities by group 

Cultural: justify inequality, maltreatment

Symbolic: restore hierarchy of domination

Bias and hatred against women in political roles



Semiotic violence

Use of semiotic resources to deny women’s right to 
participate in politics, based on their gender identity

→Part of continuum of VAWIP

→General message to society

→Dehumanize, degrade, dominate women

Widespread, hidden, and trivialized form of VAWIP



Semiotics

Study of signs: how meanings made, reality constructed

→Language (philosophy of language)

→Images (philosophy of art/aesthetics)

Signs are ‘sites of struggle’

Whose realities are privileged/suppressed

Deconstruction necessary to de-naturalize signs



Language/images as violence

Assaultive speech/slurs/sexist humor

→Words that wound and exclude

→Psychic injury, like a slap in the face

Pornography/image-based sexual violence

→Exploitative, degrading, shame-inducing

→Notion of ‘embodied harms’



Semiotic violence against 
women in politics



Two forms of semiotic violence

Rendering women invisible

→Denying women’s presence in politics

Rendering women incompetent

→Framing women as ‘unfit’ for leadership

Delegitimize women and silence their voices in politics



Rendering women invisible

Message: women must be ‘symbolically annihilated’

Mechanism: reinforce the male as norm

-Men are the only legitimate participants

-Men are the only ones whose presence ‘counts’ 

-Cognitive dissonance that women can be politicians



Symbolic annihilation



Excluding women from political spaces



Removing/not portraying women



Misrecognizing women as ‘not leaders’



Insisting on/using male pronouns



Denying women’s right to speak



Exiting when women speak



‘Manterrupting’ women’s speech



Rendering women incompetent

Message: women are not ‘fit’ for political leadership

Mechanism: emphasize role incongruity 

-Politics is not women’s proper role

-Women lack political qualifications

-Political women are ‘failed’ women



Role incongruity



Denying women’s qualifications



Ridiculing women as emotional



‘Mansplaining’ to women



Sexually objectifying women



Slut-shaming women



Judging as ‘failed’ women



Conclusions



Questions

Is semiotic violence a ‘thing’?

→What would strengthen the argument that it is?

Is this the right categorization framework?

Have I missed other sub-categories?

Are there other/better examples I could use?


